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1 Determine the required overhang of
the sink to the front of the cabinet (X).
Note: Take into consideration the door thickness once fitted, 
(inc. door bumpon) and any required additional overhang.
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X
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2 Create a datum line from the sink overflow hole down 
onto the cabinet. In addition to this, mark the holes 
for the sink wastes onto the top of the cabinet.

3 Carefully cut the cabinet for the waste 
applications (side and top).

4 Cut the base decor end panel for the side which is next to the 
overflow. Note: The base decor end on the side of the over-
flow is cut to allow for side overflow pipe access.
(Do not fit decor ends at this stage).

Depth of cut out (X)
dependent on position
of sink

300mm

20mm

This sink should be fitted with the 800 Belfast sink base cabinet.
Cabinet will require some modification as detailed in this fitting guide.

NOTE: ALL CUT EDGES OF THE CABINET MUST BE SEALED
WITH PVA OR WATERPROOF VARNISH

Important Notes:
Ensure packaging is disposed of in a safe environmentally friendly way

Scan the QR code with your
smart device to access a
digital copy of the
kitchen installation manual

This sink is a heavy item and requires a 2 person lift.
Care should be taken when placing the sink onto the
top of the freestanding cabinet during installation.

Flush with door

Door overhang

!
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7 Re-align sink to the cabinet and connect waste plumbing kit and overflow.
Fit the decor end panels each side of the sink base cabinet and secure to 
base cabinets from the inside, using 30mm screws. 

Removing the overflow - for maintenance once worktop is fitted

For maintenance/removal of the overflow pipe, remove the decor ends both sides of the cabinet.
Note: Before moving the sink to the side, ensure the silicone has been removed between the rim of the sink and the underside of the worktop.
Unscrew the wastes and move the sink to the side (as shown in stage 6), giving room to remove the overflow.
Note: Once adjusted, re-position the sink and re-fit the decor ends (as shown in stage 7).

Care & Maintenance of the ceramic sink

6 Move the sink to one side and fit the overflow pipe, feeding 
through the hole and  into the cabinet. Secure the overflow 
to the sink using the screw provided. 

Gap created of c36mm
in order to fit overflow

x6 x6

x8

Scan the QR code with your smart device to access a
digital copy of the Product Care & Maintenance booklet.

5 Fit the cabinet into the run, ensuring a gap is left each side for 
the decor end panels (use decor ends as spacer guides)
Position the sink onto the cabinet.

Decor end thickness Decor end thickness


